HEALTHY OCEANS TECH AND FINANCE FORUM
Innovative Solutions for Asia and the Pacific | 26–28 January 2022

All schedules indicated below are in GMT+8.

26 January

Wednesday

10:20 a.m.–10:40 a.m.
Scene Setter: Margaret Kuhlow
Global Finance Practice Leader, WWF International

10:20 a.m.–12:00 noon
The Seafloor: Setting the Foundation for Ocean Finance

1:00 p.m.–2:00 p.m.
The Whale: Are Blue Bonds the Charismatic Megafauna of Ocean Finance?

27 January

Thursday

9:30 a.m.–10:30 a.m.
The Pearl: Identifying and Accelerating Bankable Ocean Projects

11:00 a.m.–12:00 noon
The Surfer: The Case for Parametric Insurance

1:30 p.m.–2:14 p.m.
Financing the Ocean Back to Health in Southeast Asia: Approaches for Mainstreaming Blue Finance” Book Launch

2:30 p.m.–4:00 p.m.
SME BluelImpact Asia: Financing Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises that Dominate the Blue Economy

2:30 p.m.–4:00 p.m.
Finance and Tech for Accelerating Community-based Natural Solutions to Climate Change
Hosted by: WWF

28 January

Friday

3:00 p.m.–4:00 p.m.
Using Marine Renewable Energy for Just Transition to a Regenerative Blue Economy

Register at healthyoceans.adb.org
#ADBHealthyOceans